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Economy Pushes Through Global Turbulence;
State Still Among Fastest Growing in U.S.
National Economy
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Positive Indicators
More importantly, there are a number
of indicators that suggest the business
spending pullback is ending and that
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rate in the state. Job growth has outpaced
labor force growth by a factor of two over
the last four years. With labor markets
reaching full employment, high job
growth rates can be sustained only by
bringing workers into the state from other
places.
Unfortunately, California is unlikely
to attract such workers given the rapidly
growing cost of housing. Median home
prices in the state recently crossed the
$400,000 mark while in the red hot Bay
Area, median prices can reach well over
$1 million (in San Francisco). Inventories are very
tight, with most major
Single Family
economies having between
Multi-Family
two and three months’
supply of homes on the
market—on par with the
peak of the housing market
bubble.
But this is not like the
last cycle because high
demand has not been met
with new supply. Singlefamily building permits are
roughly one-quarter of what
they were a decade ago.
The only bright part of
new housing supply— multifamily units—is also
below that pace. And the
pushback against even
modest development, particularly in the
dense coastal regions, is heating up.
The problem is being widely discussed, but there is little consensus
among political leaders as to how to deal
with the mounting problem.
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higher.
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at a record high level. Overall, California
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story in otherwise difficult times.
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ous year.
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As good as the employment and
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income numbers have been (until
climate have, so far, persevered.
recently), the CalChamber Economic
Taking a closer look at the numbers
Advisory Council almost universally
indicates that, much like the United
agrees that the state will likely lose some
States overall, the slowing of job growth
of its steam in the next two years.
in California is related to trade and
The high pace of job growth has been
investment. The state lost manufacturing
fed mainly by a supply of excess labor—
jobs over the last year—after the previous
in other words, the high unemployment
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The California Chamber
of Commerce Economic
Advisory Council, made
up of leading economists
from the private and
public sectors, presents a
report each quarter to the
CalChamber Board of
Directors. This report was
prepared by council chair Christopher
Thornberg, Ph.D., founding partner of Beacon
Economics, LLC.

